At MediHerb® we are passionate about you and your health.

We know from our experience as health care professionals that the quality of a product you take makes a huge difference in the health outcome experienced. We dedicate ourselves to researching and making the best possible products to deliver optimal health solutions.

MediHerb® products are developed by experts and leaders in the field of herbalism, using scientific evidence and hundreds of years of traditional knowledge. Our products are made with only the highest-quality ingredients and manufactured in an industry-leading facility.

The History of MediHerb®

MediHerb® has been providing superior-quality, effective solutions to health care professionals for over 30 years. MediHerb® was co-founded by Professor Kerry Bone, who is recognized globally for his significant contribution to the herbal supplement industry.

MediHerb®, an Australian company, is a leader in herbal products for U.S. health care professionals. Standard Process is the exclusive U.S. distributor of MediHerb®.
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Why is MediHerb® only available through my health care professional?

When you purchase a MediHerb® formula from your health care professional, you can rest assured that you have been prescribed a high quality, potent and effective herbal supplement to suit your specific needs.*

MediHerb® formulas are prescribed by qualified health care professionals as they have the knowledge and clinical experience required to ensure you get maximum benefits from effective herbal supplements.*

Seeking the support of a qualified health care professional and following their advice gives you a running start toward achieving optimum health.

Trust in your health care professional and learn why they trust MediHerb®.

What makes MediHerb® products unique?

- **Highest-quality raw materials**
  MediHerb® takes the time and care to source the best-quality raw materials from all over the world. Quality, potency and efficacy are factors considered when selecting herbs for our products.

- **Unique extraction technique**
  Beyond selecting the best-quality herbs, MediHerb® ensures the right plant part is used. The active plant compounds necessary for the product to be effective are extracted using a proprietary extraction method MediHerb® developed to maintain the delicate herbal integrity and ensure high-quality products.

- **Strict product testing**
  MediHerb® has developed a strict quality assurance program that goes beyond industry standards. This is upheld with precision and dedication so you can be confident MediHerb® products are free from impurities while containing the right levels of all the active phytochemicals that result in an effective end product.

- **World-class manufacturer**
  MediHerb® is truly unique in the practitioner-based herbal supplement industry and proud of manufacturing herbal products from start to finish at the manufacturing facility in Australia.

- **Results-driven formulations**
  MediHerb® develops formulas focused on perfecting the balance of the highest-quality ingredients to produce effective herbal supplements. Ingredients are included at clinically relevant levels that provide positive health outcomes. Our goal is to get you back to optimum health and enhance your well-being for the long term.*

- **Qualified practitioner team**
  MediHerb® has a team of over 20 qualified professors, naturopaths, herbalists and scientists who ensure each product is of the highest quality and that products are developed to suit your health needs.

- **Investment in research**
  MediHerb® is an industry leader when it comes to research. Over 20 clinical trials have been supported by MediHerb®. Studying the effectiveness of herbs to continually improve products is part of the commitment to quality that sets MediHerb® apart.

- **Over 30 years of experience**
  For 30 years, MediHerb® has provided health care professionals with high-quality herbal supplements while striving to improve health outcomes of people throughout the world. Our vast expertise in herbalism continues to grow as the brand innovates for the future.

Why you can trust your practitioner will choose the best formula for your health

Your practitioner understands that more isn’t always better; that is the case for strength of ingredients as well as the number of ingredients. Your practitioner understands that herbal expertise comes down to the quality of the plant, the right levels of active chemicals in the plant and the combination of the ingredients in the final formula.

There are a vast number of factors that contribute to a product’s effectiveness, including:

- the quality and source of the raw materials
- the quality and care that goes into the manufacturing process
- what the main ingredients are and which are most important
- whether the ingredients are at a clinically relevant level (quantity) to provide a positive health outcome

Depending on your particular health concern and medical history, your health care professional will be able to advise a personalized dosage of a suitable MediHerb® formula based on your current health status, age, diet and lifestyle.